
How did you meet Rep. von Elingher 

We were in the East Wing hallway on the Anniversary of the Idaho State Police and he had a box 
of cookies in the shape of Idaho, a tractor, & hay. I commented that  would have loved 
those cookies and he handed them to me saying I could have them. I said I was going back to my 
office and he showed desire to follow me back. He wanted to get to know more about me 
personally so he asked questions and we chatted about  and jobs. 

Mentioned something about Oreos - can we get a little more information about this (to the extent 
there is) 

When he parked in front <!fhis apartment, I thought he vFasjust going to run into grab the 
permit, but instead he came around to my side of the car, opened the door and reached out for 
me to come with him. He said something like, "come on I have some Oreos." When we got in his 
apartment, there were Oreos on his dining room table. I remember eating the Orem; in his 
apartment while sitting on the chair in the living room. 

The Rep. stated that there was no alcohol during dinner - did he consume alcohol at the 
apartment 

I don't recall him drinking in.front of me. We did not drink at dinner. 

Comments attributed to  (lf she was here for the interview, I was simply going to 
ask: did you review those with your attorneys and do you have a response to that) 

I did not tell him that  gave me money or bought me lunch, etc. and  has 
never done so. In fact, I have no specific recollection of ever interacting with . In 
talking about other legislators that evening at dinner I must have told him that I thought of "  

" when I see  because that is true. I never told him "  would love to be 
where you are right now." !feel that he is trying to turn other legislators against me by planting 
an idea that I said things about them. 

His statements related to recreational drug use 

The statements attributed to  about drug use are wholly irrelevant to the conduct at 
hand and are a gratuitous attempt by Rep. von Elingher to tarnish her reputation and intimidate 
her. In fact, they accuse her of criminal conduct including having large quantities of marijuana at 
her house, so large it could garner felony charges. As such, counsel has instructed  not 
to respond to these allegations. 

The context of the big cuddlv teddy bear statement 

I did tell him at some point in the evening that he reminded me of a teddy hear. My comment was 
made in the context of trying to convey to him that !felt safe with him and trusted him and 
appreciated how nice he had been to me before the assault. Being disrespected by someone you 
trust like that is ve,y disturbing. 




